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optisystem is an interface between the physical and the virtual world of the optical communication. you can use it to plan and test your designs, analyze your systems, or even simulate the behavior of your networks. this release of optisystem is specifically designed to help engineers in the iot, 5g, lidar, sensors, and other optical telecommunication
applications to speed up their simulation and optimization process of their designs. optisystem 17.1 provides some new features, improvements and fixes *active maintenance & support users will receive an email with the upgrade instructions. note for usb key licenses: you must update your usb key before installing the new version (please contact
us)! download release notes of optisystem 17.1 the optisystem line of products is aimed at the needs of the industry. the industry is a very competitive field. many products are similar, and for a long time, it was difficult to find products with sufficient tools to reduce the cost and time in designing optical components, systems, and complete optical

network systems. optisystem addresses this need and continues to be an industry leader. users also have access to the optisystem engineering community and optisystem's webinars, which are held regularly. optisystem is very active in the industry community and has a large user base. optisystem provides unlimited free training classes on
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